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MOVEMENT MEDICINE: DARE TO DANCE, DARE TO DREAM, DARE TO 
BE WHO YOU ARE AND GIVE WHAT YOU’VE GOT 

MOVEMENT ['moovmənt] noun – activity, impulse, a change or development

MEDICINE ['medisən] noun – in tribal societies, a curative power

Welcome to our brochure for 2017. In here you will find details of all that the School offers – both through its founders and directors, 
Susannah and Ya’Acov Darling Khan, and through its Faculty programme. We look forward to meeting you on the dance floor.

MOVEMENT MEDICINE IS AN INVITATION TO: 

Experience the power to create, which lies within us all. It is an exhilarating, body-based movement meditation that will reconnect you to the wisdom of 
living from the heart, the joy of knowing who you are and the satisfaction of making your unique contribution to life.  
 
Since pre-history, dance, song and ritual-making have played an important role in healing and celebration. Movement Medicine is a contemporary 
expression of this human inheritance. It marries ancient and modern wisdom, supporting you to experience the transformative power of your full-
bodied, whole-hearted, open-minded creativity on the dance floor and, through this experience, to channel creativity into your life. The potency of this 
mindfulness in motion helps to revitalise and align your natural wellbeing, and fosters soulful, conscious and embodied living.

HOW DOES MOVEMENT BECOME YOUR MEDICINE? 

By awakening the dancer that lives inside you, by giving the reins to the part of you that rests in the beat, and by connecting your mind with your body 
and your body with your heart, movement becomes your medicine. In the embrace of the dance, we shatter the binds of shoulds and shouldn’ts that 
squeeze the juice from life. 
 

Along the way, you will make friends with yourself and find many companions to travel alongside. You will come into contact with the unique essence of 
who you are and into vibrant interconnection with all of life. 
 

Through this process, you will transform your relationship with the past, become more deeply engaged with the challenges and riches of the present, and 
unearth fresh inspiration to play your part in shaping the future.  
 
MOVEMENT MEDICINE IS AN INTEGRATION OF ARTISTIC, SHAMANIC, SCIENTIFIC AND THERAPEUTIC WISDOM. IT 
OFFERS YOU A POWERFUL PATHWAY TO AWAKEN THE COURAGE TO DREAM AND MAKE YOUR LIFE A WORK OF ART. 
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“Just as the ancients danced to call upon the spirits in nature,
we too can dance to find the spirits within ourselves

that have been long buried and forgotten.”   
Anna Halprin
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BIOGRAPHIES – SUSANNAH & YA’ACOV DARLING KHAN

Movement Medicine is the result of Ya’Acov and Susannah’s 30+ years of research into and work with human potential and awakening. They taught 
5Rhythms internationally for 18 years after training with Gabrielle Roth in 1989, before developing Movement Medicine as their own unique approach to 
personal and collective healing and creative action for our times. They are the directors of the School of Movement Medicine and have been mentored in 
movement and professional practice by Helen Poynor (Walk of Life) since 1992.

Susannah and Ya’Acov have studied extensively with healers and shamans from the Amazon to the Arctic Circle, are both trained Be the Change 
facilitators and integrate the work of the Pachamama Alliance into their teachings. They are authors of the book Movement Medicine – How to Awaken, 
Dance and Live your Dreams and, between them, have created numerous CDs. Ya’Acov is the author of ‘Jaguar in the Body, Butterfly in the Heart.’ (coming 
out 6/6/17).

Susannah’s original background is in anthropology and Gestalt psychotherapy. She has also trained in Family Constellations, healing, voice work and 
music. From a young age, Ya’Acov has been drawn to the down-to-earth connection with the spirit world that shamanism invites and has been recognised 
as a practising shaman by Elder Shamans from the Sami (European tradition), and Achuar and Sápara peoples of the Amazon.

.FROM SUSANNAH & YA’ACOV

“It is my joy to offer movement as medicine for individual and collective healing, empowerment, co-creation and conscious evolution. I witness 
how we grow roots of self-acceptance and can blossom when we are enabled to release our masks and be with the truth with love. As we do so, 
we come more fully into our power and our vulnerability. Each of us has our own unique and original place in the interconnected web of life and 
it is my privilege to offer Movement Medicine as one way to plug into this, and into the very ‘joy stream’ of life itself.” 
Susannah Darling Khan

“Life really does have a sense of humour. How does a guy, raised near Liverpool, who as a teenager only ever danced when he was drunk, get 
to become a movement teacher? I struggled for years to come to terms with a perception of life that only traditional shamanism could explain. 
Along the way, I had to carve out a sense of normality and accept that shamanism is my way. Finding a way to communicate the ancient, super 
grounded and deeply creative practice of shamanism in the modern world is the challenge I call my work.”
Ya’Acov Darling Khan
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“Do you really want to come alive? And are you willing to do what it
takes? Then Movement Medicine is for you.” Maria Antal

PAGE NO.



MOVEMENT MEDICINE TEACHERS, FACILITATORS AND FACULTY

The School of Movement Medicine has trained many people from around the world to work with Movement Medicine in a wide variety of contexts. Each 
practitioner has their own unique take on and ways of offering Movement Medicine and we commend to you all those who have trained with us. You can 
find details of their offerings on the Movement Medicine Association website: www.movementmedicineassociation.com 

MOVEMENT MEDICINE TEACHERS, FACILITATORS AND FACULTY

SCHOOL OF MOVEMENT MEDICINE FACULTY

The School of Movement Medicine Faculty comprises people who have been working with us for many years and who have extensive experience in 
guiding people on their journeys. As well as teaching Movement Medicine, Faculty members facilitate parts of the School’s curriculum, provide input 
into our Apprenticeship Programme and Professional Training and, in many cases, act as professional mentors to those in training with the School. Over 
the course of their years of practice, each Faculty member has found their own medicine and we are glad to be able to share this with you through our 
programme of workshops.

Mark Boylan has taught workshops in Palestine, 
Poland, the US, Canada, Italy and Ireland. His 
approach to Movement Medicine is informed by more 
than 10 years’ experience of teaching movement, 
extensive training in sociodrama, creative action 
methods and clowning, and his experience of working 
as a social-change activist. 

Caroline Carey is a passionate movement teacher 
and shamanic guide for healing and empowerment. 
One of the School’s original pathfinders, she offers 
workshops in Europe, Africa and the UK, as well as 
individual coaching and mentoring. Caroline’s teaching 
is informed by her extensive training in 5Rhythms, 
shamanism, Reiki, herbalism and NLP.

BIOGRAPHIES

Ben Yeger is the director of Moving Conflicts and 
a representative for Combatants for Peace. He is 
dedicated to transforming conflict and has taught 
workshops worldwide, including in Israel and Palestine. 
His teaching is informed by his experience as a drama-
therapist, peace activist and theatre-maker, and by 
Joanna Macy’s ‘Work that Reconnects’. 

Christian de Sousa has been teaching movement 
intensively for more than a decade, infusing his 
Movement Medicine offering with shamanic and Taoist 
practice. He is also a 5Rhythms teacher, DJ, artist, 
community facilitator and activist. He holds a vibrant 
and diverse community in London and has held spaces in 
Paris, Berlin, Rome and elsewhere in Europe and the UK.

Jo Hardy is a Movement Medicine teacher and facilitator 
and has been a School of Movement Medicine staff 
member since 2008, offering personal and professional 
mentoring to students. She is also an accredited 
5Rhythms teacher at Waves and Heartbeat level. 
As a psycho-spiritual, body-based psychotherapist 
and supervisor, she worked in private practice for 25 
years and was a senior trainer for 12 years on the MA 

Programme in Core Process Psychotherapy at the Karuna Institute. Jo offers 
classes and workshops both in the UK and internationally. 

David Mooney teaches Movement Medicine workshops 
throughout Europe and is passionate about expanding 
our capacity for healing and transformation. His work is 
supported by 12 years of teaching movement, 13 years 
as a psychotherapist, and by Joanna Macy’s ‘Work that 
Reconnects’. Infusing his work is his passion for the 
living earth, shamanic pathways and ceremony.

Rosie Perks has 14 years of teaching experience, 
including eight years of teaching movement. Her 
teaching is informed by a long and profound relationship 
to the dance, her understanding of our shared humanity 
and a fierce love of the earth and its inhabitants. Rosie’s 
areas of focus include calling dancers into the body and 
finding freedom through permission in movement.
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THE SCHOOL OF MOVEMENT MEDICINE PATHWAY FROM BEGINNINGS TO APPRENTICESHIP, PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND BEYOND

Movement Medicine is open to all who wish to practise 
– from those who simply want to dance occasionally, 

to those who wish to take an intense journey towards Apprenticeship and 
beyond. Feel free to browse our website and choose from our menu of 
possibilities. 

The Apprenticeship Programme is the gateway for anyone who wishes to 
do the Movement Medicine Professional Training. For those interested in 

apprenticing to Ya’Acov and Susannah, there are three basic prerequisites, 
which can be taken in any order. These are:

• experience of the fundamentals of Movement Medicine practice  
 through completing The Journey of Empowerment intensive  
 or through 175 hours of practice
• Initiation 
• The Phoenix Retreat. 

THE JOURNEY

There are numerous ways to begin your Movement Medicine journey, including webinars, evenings and weekend 
workshops. These are offered by Susannah and Ya’Acov, the Faculty of the School of Movement Medicine, and by 
Movement Medicine Teachers and Facilitators worldwide. Apart from the webinars, all of these events count as 

prerequisites for our intensives, Apprenticeship Programme and Professional Training.

BEGINNINGS

 
JOURNEY OF EMPOWERMENT INTENSIVE

8-day, 1-module residential intensive with Caroline Carey (Faculty)  
– p 11

OR, 175 HOURS OF CONSCIOUS DANCE PRACTICE

Including 100 hours of Movement Medicine study, of which 75 hours 
must be completed with a fully graduated MM teacher and 25 hours 
must be undertaken with Susannah, Ya’Acov or any Faculty member  
(see pp 04–06).

AND,

PHOENIX RETREAT

6-day intensive with Ya’Acov – p 13

INITIATION

8-day intensive with Susannah and Ya’Acov – p 15

PREREQUISITES FOR APPRENTICESHIP

In addition to 
those courses 
that are direct 

pre-requisites for the Apprenticeship, we also offer a variety of other 
powerful and transformative intensives. We recommend all of these as 
part of your Movement Medicine journey. They include:

RE-CREATION
4-day workshop that includes the SEER process with Ya’Acov – p 19

THE SPACE BETWEEN US
10-day, 2-module workshop for couples with Susannah and Ya’Acov – p 19

RETURNING HOME
4-day retreat over the winter solstice with Susannah and Ya’Acov – p 19

SUMMER LONG DANCE
6-day mid-summer ceremony with Susannah and Ya’Acov – p 17–18

DANCING INTO DREAMTIME
4-day Movement Medicine and lucid dreaming workshop with Ya’Acov 
and Charlie Morley – p 20

RESONANCE
4-day Movement Medicine and voice workshop with Susannah and 
Master Drummer Thomas Ritthoff – p 20

OTHER INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS

The Apprenticeship Programme is for those who are 
committed to integrating the principles and practices 
of Movement Medicine into their day-to-day lives. 

The programme is tailored to be flexible and self-
designed. It is initially made up of three 9-day core 
modules, plus two 5-day electives from a choice of 
four or five. You have 24 months in which to complete 
this and the programme also includes nine one-to-one 
mentoring sessions with a mentor from the School. 
Once you have completed these, you can continue 
to repeat modules and take any electives you wish 
at a 50% reduction on tuition fees. Electives include 
specialities such as the Movement Medicine Vision 
Quest, the Burial Ceremony, Video Feedback, Voice 
Work and Ritual Theatre. 

THE MOVEMENT MEDICINE  
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME

 
The Professional Training is open by application for those who have completed the three core 

modules and two electives of the Apprenticeship Programme. It is for those who wish to either, 
a) train to teach Movement Medicine (the Teaching Path), or b) integrate Movement Medicine 
professionally into a discipline in which they are already trained (the Facilitator’s Path). The 
training consists of two 9-day modules, followed by a period (a minimum 18 months and 120 
hours of professional practice) of professionally mentored practice as an Apprentice Teacher or 
Facilitator before graduation.

THE MOVEMENT MEDICINE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

 
The School of Movement Medicine offers a comprehensive programme of continuous 

professional development, including webinars and ongoing modules providing further training for 
those who wish to learn to use the whole set of Movement Medicine tools and eventually, to train 
others to use Movement Medicine professionally.

POST-PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND GRADUATION



BRINGING THE DANCE BACK HOME – WEBINARS

WHAT IS A WEBINAR AND HOW WILL IT WORK?

A webinar is an online mini-seminar that you can participate in wherever you are, as long as you have internet access. This webinar offers you the 
chance to integrate the power, support and connection of the workshop space into your everyday life as you join dancers from 25 different countries in 
a monthly dance meditation – all from the comfort of your own home. 

The way it works is that first you pre-register. Then you clear a little space in your living room, go online, take a deep breath, let go and allow the 
dancer within you to take it from there. 

These webinars are for you if you want to:

• connect with the world wide web of Movement Medicine dancers 

• bring the experiences of the workshop space into your day-to-day life

• experience Movement Medicine, even if you’ve never been near a workshop in your life!

Why not give it a go? The first webinar is free so you’ve got nothing to lose. 

PRACTICALS

WHEN: The webinars happen once every month on a Tuesday with the odd exception (see our website for current dates). Each webinar is 90 minutes 
long and takes place from 19.30–21.00 (UK time). If you can’t make it, all webinars are recorded and the archive of past webinars is available to 
subscribers. The archive is a great support in helping you to Bring the Dance Back Home.

COST: The cost to sign up for 10 sessions is £35. If, after the first webinar, you find it is not for you, you can get a full refund if you let us know within 
48 hours of that webinar.

HOW TO JOIN IN: To register and join the webinars, visit: 
http://www.schoolofmovementmedicine.com/workshops/classes-online/bringing-the-dance-back-home-webinar/ and follow the instructions.
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with Ya’Acov, Susannah 
or Faculty

MONTHLY  
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

ONLINE

“After three months without the webinar, I danced with maximum 
pleasure tonight. It was very deep and touching.”  Esther Zopfi



A RESIDENTIAL INTENSIVE IN THE FUNDAMENTALS OF MOVEMENT MEDICINE

The Journey of Empowerment is a powerful initiation into the core practices of Movement Medicine. During the course, we will work with practices to 
engage with body, heart, mind and psyche, and through this process, forge a powerful connection to the wisdom of spirit and soul. We will work with 
a variety of tools to assist you on this path, including dance and movement, trance and repetition, embodiment practices, and poetry. Together, we will 
consciously create a strong and sacred circle within which each individual will be encouraged to find empowerment in their own unique way. 

Facilitated by Faculty member Caroline Carey, the Journey is the first step of the intensive long-term curriculum offered by the School of Movement 
Medicine and the most direct route to completing the basic prerequisites for deeper work. You are welcome to take it as part of this intensive journey or 
simply as an experience in itself. 

 DURING THIS COURSE YOU WILL:

• learn how to call on your allies to create a sacred circle of protection and support
• discover your innate ecstatic connection to the spirit of the dance
• work with the four chambers of the heart to develop your connection to your emotional body 
• use poetry writing and meditation as methods of compassionate self-enquiry to gain greater awareness of your mind and inner process
• use repetition – of movement, of beat – to explore and gain awareness of the repeating patterns of your behavior and find the medicine within these patterns
• explore your own ‘sound’ through movement and improvisation to discover your own unique medicine songs
• through embodied trance, contact meta-levels of awareness from where you can receive guidance about your purpose and the broader significance of your life  
• allow yourself to be held and transformed in the crucible of the ceremonial space
• develop a personal daily practice that supports you on your life journey.

PRACTICALS
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1 MODULE  
8 DAYS  
29 JULY – 6 AUGUST 2017

SCHLOSS GLARISEGG,  
8266 STECKBORN,  
SWITZERLAND

with Caroline Carey 
11

“Caroline is an 
exceptional and highly 

experienced teacher, facilitating 
the deeply transformative 

process of the dance with loving 
encouragement, fire, commitment 
and compassion. I wholeheartedly 

recommend Caroline’s life-affirming 
and transformative work.”  
Eva Weaver, Writer, Artist, Coach

PREREQUISITES: 25 hours of Movement Medicine or related practice

YEARLY EVENT: This intensive takes place every year.

COST: CHF1,050 (tuition fee). CHF150 discount for bookings made with a 
non-returnable deposit of CHF200 by 30th April 2017. Euro-Zone & UK prices 
(for workshop tuition fee only) on request. Full payment due by 15th of June.
Accommodation CHF 736.25 based on dormitory accommodation. Upgrades 
available. Application forms are available from our website or from Elisabeth 
Schrag (see our website/local organisers for contact details).

ABOUT CAROLINE

Caroline works as a Faculty member 
and mentor for the School of Movement 
Medicine and is a passionate teacher 
and guide for dance, personal 
empowerment and community 
development. 
 

She is the author of three published 
books about her experiences and 
teachings of movement.



The 6-day Phoenix Retreat is designed to catalyse you into a new level of awareness, enabling you to assume responsibility for and commitment to living 
your life in alignment with your deepest purpose. It is also a gateway for those who wish to take part in our Apprenticeship Programme.

As we develop, life provides us with the perfect challenges through which we can evolve. On the Phoenix Retreat, we work with what we call the ‘creation 
story’ you have inherited and lived from, whose characters we call ‘understudies’. In the theatre, an understudy is a person who learns another’s role 
in order to be able to act as a replacement. On the stage of life, these understudies often take to performing nearly all the time, while the real stars 
wait hidden in the wings. They shouldn’t be blamed for this; they came into being with the intention of protecting your essence. However, without your 
attention, they will continue their performances for your entire lifetime, even if it no longer serves your deeper interests.

During the retreat, the practice of Movement Medicine helps in developing the self-acceptance and clear intention necessary to create the conditions in 
which the understudies can become visible. Once they are illuminated, you can compassionately and with gratitude, invite each one to step aside and 
make way for your essential self. What is revealed through this process, and how you integrate and embody that, is the work of the Phoenix Retreat.

PRACTICALS

PREREQUISITES: To participate in the Phoenix Retreat, you need to have completed 25 hours of Movement Medicine or other related practice 
(5Rhythms, Open Floor, Soul Motion, etc). You also need to have the inner and outer resources and support that mean you can engage with this intense 
personal work in a responsible way. If you are unsure whether you meet the prerequisites, please enquire.

YEARLY EVENT: The Phoenix Retreat takes place every year in spring at the Rill Estate, UK.

COST: £995 (including food and accommodation). There is an early payment discount of £75 for bookings made with a non-returnable deposit of £185 
by 15 February 2017. There is an additional discount of £30 for payment made in full at the time of booking for bookings made by 15 February 2017.

Application forms are available from our website or from Roland at RW Events (see back cover for contact details).

SOUL RETRIEVAL & DEVELOPING COMPASSION FOR SELF, OTHERS & LIFE
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15–21 MAY 2017

RILL ESTATE,
DEVON, UK

with 
Ya’Acov  

 
 

“Rich, deep, 
expansive training that allows 

the whole body, heart, mind and soul to 
deepen its expression.”  Yasia Leiserach
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“The Phoenix Retreat is the most transformative thing I have ever done. I feel very empowered by the 
tools we were given to become conscious and dissolve patterns we don’t need any more. And how 
beautiful and encouraging is this way of creating a new story, a new future for our lives!” Julia Meier



Initiation is an adventurous 8-day intensive journey with fine companions, excellent guidance and far-reaching results. The focus of our work is two-fold: 
to bring awareness, responsibility, fluidity, and ultimately gratitude to our life’s journey; and to learn all that we can from our personal history and free 
ourselves from any patterns that may be negatively affecting our future.

During the retreat, we will work with the nine cycles of the life journey: conception, birth, childhood, puberty, adolescence, adulthood, maturity, old age 
and death. Through physical movement we will explore the landscape and archetypes of the first five cycles, acknowledging what has been, transforming 
what we can and learning from the challenges of those times. When you arrive at the transition between adolescence and maturity, you will spend the 
day on a mini vision quest to gain an overview of your adult life. As further preparation for assuming responsibility for your life, you will then invoke 
Death as a teacher to remind you that our time here is precious and short. The intention is to create the freedom of body, heart and mind to be able to 
view our past as the perfect training for living a creative, empowered and connected life now. 

This retreat will bring healing and understanding to your own journey and that of your ancestors and so support you to pass on your wisdom, and not 
your wounds, to the next generation. You will leave with a sense of forgiveness for the past, acceptance of the present and a clear sense of how to bring 
through your unique gifts into the world. 

PRACTICALS

PREREQUISITES: To participate in Initiation, you need to have completed 25 hours of Movement Medicine or other related practice (5Rhythms, Open 
Floor, Soul Motion, etc). You also need to have the inner and outer resources and support that mean you can engage with this intense personal work in 
a responsible way. If you are unsure whether you meet the prerequisites, please enquire.

YEARLY EVENT: Initiation takes place every year in the autumn at the Rill Estate, UK.

COST: £1,325 (including food and accommodation). There is an early payment discount of £120 for bookings made with a non-returnable deposit of 
£195 by 8 June 2017. There is an additional discount of £45 for payment made in full at the time of booking for bookings made by 8 June 2017.

Application forms are available from our website or from Roland at RW Events (see back cover for contact details).

AN ODYSSEY THROUGH THE NINE CYCLES OF LIFE
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with Susannah and Ya’Acov

“What a voyage that was!  
Back on the land in deep  

peace and utmost gratitude.  
Feeling enriched and empowered by the 

healing that has begun during these ten incredibly 
full days of Movement Medicine.”  Maya Love

9–17 SEPTEMBER 2017

RILL ESTATE, DEVON, UK
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“Rituals have become integral to my life… a process of listening and learning about the deep intelligence 
I have within me and how I am held and part of a bigger force.” Ruth Ben-Tovim



30 JUNE – 6 JULY   
2017

EARTH SPIRIT CENTRE,
SOMERSET, UK

with 
Susannah &  
Ya’Acov

 
 
 

““A prayer that 
can bring you clear sight, 

visions, healing, awareness and  
courage to take further steps in your  

life towards the unseen beauty and  
dreams you have!”  

Suzana Grau
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The Summer Long Dance provides an opportunity to join with others in deep community to dance, sing and pray. Together, we will spend some time 
remembering that our personal wellbeing is connected to the wellbeing of the planet, and we will dedicate our dance to all of our relations – past, present 
and future. The deeper we dance, the more we will experience directly the reality of the interconnected nature of life. This recognition is not just a blissful 
experience; it is a remembering of our responsibility to honour and protect the sanctity of life, each in our own way. 

The ceremony takes place in a large marquee at the edge of the Somerset levels, close to the Earth Spirit Centre in Glastonbury. A profoundly healing, 
catalytic and magical space is created in which each individual is encouraged to find their own unique way of expressing their dreams and love for life 
through the dance. The Movement Medicine teachings are represented in the Movement Medicine mandala and the ceremony is grounded in these 
teachings.

The Summer Long Dance is a give-away ceremony and participants are therefore required to raise a minimum of £300 for any project or projects they 
wish to dance for. There is no tuition fee and any monies left over at the end of the event go entirely towards supporting charitable projects.

PRACTICALS

PREREQUISITES: To participate in the Summer Long Dance, you must have either worked with Ya’Acov and Susannah before or be recommended by 
someone who is known to them. You also need to have the inner and outer resources and support that mean you can engage with the ceremony in a 
responsible way. If you are unsure whether you meet the prerequisites, please enquire.

YEARLY EVENT: The Summer Long Dance takes place most years in the summer at a venue in Somerset, UK.

COST: £395 (including food and camping). There is an early payment discount of £50 for the first 50 bookings. A non-returnable deposit of £140 is due 
once the application has been accepted. All payments need to be made by the 1st May 2017.

Application forms are available from our website or from Roland at RW Events (see back cover for contact details).

SUMMER LONG DANCE
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“It’s a prayer that can bring you clear sight, visions, healing, awareness and courage to take further steps in 
your life toward the unseen beauty and dreams you have! Raising money for charities was a great gift for me – 

it expanded my view of the importance of caring for others, to see what I can give – on a different level.“ 
Suzanna Grau - Slovenia



OTHER INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS

In addition to those courses that are direct pre-requisites for the Apprenticeship, we also offer a variety of other powerful and transformative intensive 
workshops, which are described in full on our website: www.schoolofmovementmedicine.com. These workshops include the following:
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OTHER INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS

Re-Creation: This 4-day workshop 
with Ya’Acov will take you on a 
powerful healing journey during 

which you will have the chance to 
transform your relationship to your 
past using the Movement Medicine 
SEER process. This experience will 
free you up to become the creator 

of your life, rather than the victim of 
circumstance.

DATES: 15–19 February 2017; 
LOCATION: Berlin, Germany

DATES: 26–29 April 2017; 
LOCATION: Israel

20

Dancing with the Heart of the 
World: Combining Movement 
Medicine and the Pachamama 

Alliance Awakening the Dreamer 
Symposium, this 6-day workshop 

with Ya’Acov in Esalen, USA, 
provides a unique opportunity 
to look deeply at where we are 

individually and collectively in order 
to remember and deepen our love 

for and desire to serve life. 

DATES: 19–24 March 2017; 
LOCATION: Esalen, USA

The Space Between Us: This 
intensive 10-day, 2-module course 

for couples, facilitated by Susannah 
and Ya’Acov, offers you and your 
partner the opportunity to work 

with Movement Medicine to explore 
a new vision of relationship in 

which you can expand your love and 
deepen the space between you.

DATES: Possibly 2019 –  
to be decided.  

LOCATION: Waldhaus, Switzerland

Returning Home: Taking place 
at the darkest point of the year 

in the foothills of the Swiss Alps, 
this beautiful 4-day retreat with 

Susannah and Ya’Acov provides the 
space to reflect on what has been, 

acknowledge what is and plant 
the seeds of your dreaming for the 

coming year.

DATES: 16–20 December 2017; 
LOCATION: Waldhaus, Switzerland

Dancing into Dreamtime: A 
unique synthesis of Movement 
Medicine and Lucid Dreaming, 
this powerful 4-day workshop 

with Ya’Acov and guest teacher 
Charlie Morley provides you with 
the tools you need to access your 
deep unconscious – the source of 
your deepest wisdom, awareness, 

creativity and healing.

DATES: 3–7 May 2017; LOCATION: 
Schweibenalp, Switzerland

Resonance: This exciting workshop 
with Susannah and Master 

Drummer Thomas Ritthoff offers 
the chance to liberate your creative 
force as you explore the potent gifts 

of dance and song.

DATES: No set dates as yet.  Check 
our website for forthcoming dates.

Sanctuary: Led by Susannah, this 
beautiful 4-day workshop for 

women provides a safe, welcoming 
and nurturing space in which you 
can rest, heal and renew yourself 
through the transformative power 
of dance and ritual within a sacred 

circle of sisters.

DATES: 10–14 May 2017; 
LOCATION: Frankfurt, Germany

Way of the Dancing Warrior 
(men’s edition): This potent 4-day 
workshop for men led by Ya’Acov 

offers the chance to discover 
the Dancing Warrior within – an 

archetypal force that provides 
us with the strength to face the 
challenges of life and navigate 

our experiences with wisdom and 
flexibility.

DATES: No set dates as yet.  Check 
our website for forthcoming dates.



Just as the acorn contains within it the blueprint of the fully-grown oak tree, each of us holds within us a unique pattern for what we can become. Given 
the right conditions, we will grow in time and in harmony with the seasons. An environment that is both supportive and demanding establishes the inner 
resources we need to give ourselves the best opportunity to awaken, embody the dreams we hold deep within us, and develop our potential as creative 
and empowered human beings.

In the Movement Medicine Apprenticeship Programme, our intention is to provide such an environment to enable you to reach your full potential. In 
the context of this, you will be supported to find a healthy balance between accepting and being who you are, and continuing your evolution towards 
becoming all that you can be, making your contribution to the world and realising your dreams. This happens through a deep immersion in Movement 
Medicine practice and the support of a strong staff team and circle of peers. Ultimately, the Apprenticeship Programme is a journey towards deepening 
your own medicine, creativity and offering in the world. Your expanding self-knowledge and healing are part of this.

During the programme, our work will take us on a journey of embodiment through Movement Medicine practice using the teachings of the Movement 
Medicine Mandala as our guide. Individual feedback is essential to help each of us make conscious, and then work with, our own blind spots. Therefore, 
we and our small team of experienced staff and Faculty will work with you individually to get a clear sense of where you are in your life, help you to 
establish focus, direction and intention, and, together, generate a dynamic, practical and tailor-made programme for your apprenticeship.  

THIS PROGRAMME IS FOR PARTICIPANTS WHO:

• want to integrate the practice, philosophy and application of Movement Medicine as ‘medicine for our times’

• want to make a difference in the world and walk their talk in all areas of life

• have the intention to embody who they are in all aspects of their lives

• want to work in an atmosphere of support, challenge and kindness to self and others

• have a sense of humour about themselves and yet are serious about what they want to create in this life

• want to train to use the principles and practices of Movement Medicine in their work*

• want to join the community of Movement Medicine practitioners.

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME
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BEGINNING  
OCTOBER 2017

SOUTH-WEST  
ENGLAND

with Susannah, Ya’Acov, Faculty and assisting staff

“An apprenticeship to life,  
to body, heart and mind;  

to love, truth, integrity;  
to the complementary 

wings of power and 
responsibility. With the 
finest guides and most 

courageous companions. 
The most healing and 

empowering journey I have 
ever undertaken.”  Keef Miles
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*The Apprenticeship Programme is open to everyone who wishes to make this level of commitment 
to embodying the freedom and creativity of the dance in all areas of their life. It is also the route to 
Professional Training for those who wish to use the principles and practices of Movement Medicine in 
their work.



PRACTICALS

PREREQUISITES:

1) EITHER, Journey of Empowerment Intensive (see p 11) OR, 175 hours of conscious  
 dance practice*

2) Phoenix Retreat (see p 13)

3) Initiation (see p 15).

*Of this, a maximum of 75 hours can include related conscious dance practices, such as Open Floor, 
Tamalpa Institute, the Amerta work of Suprapto Suryadarmo, 5Rhythms and Soul Motion. The 
remaining 100 hours must be Movement Medicine practice, of which at least 75 hours must be with a 
qualified Movement Medicine Teacher (or Ya’Acov or Susannah). Of these 75 hours, at least 25 hours 
must be in School of Movement Medicine workshops (with Ya’Acov, Susannah or Faculty).  

COST

Tuition for all modules and intra-module coaching: £4895, plus a £95 non-returnable application fee. 
Food and accommodation: approximately £2,700. There are also discounts worth up to £450. Details 
of the payment structure, including details of discounts, are included in the application form, which is 
available from our website or Roland at RW Events (see back cover for contact details).

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Applications should be in by 13 March 2017 and applicants will find out whether they have secured a 
place by 31 March 2017.

“If you can’t get rid of the family skeleton, you might as well make it dance.”  George Bernard Shaw
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PROGRAMME FORMAT

The Apprenticeship is structured as a rolling programme. It consists of three modules with Susannah and Ya’Acov, plus two five-day electives with 
Susannah, Ya’Acov or one of the Faculty. The electives cover a variety of specialties, including voice work and video feedback (Susannah), vision quest 
and burial ceremonies (Ya’Acov), ritual theatre (David Rose), and mandorla work (Caroline Carey). Nine mentoring sessions are also included in the 
programme.

The core intention of the structure is to give you flexibility in how you design the timing, content and length of your apprenticeship. The three modules 
with Susannah and Ya’Acov are offered every year so that you can spread the duration of your apprenticeship over a period of up to two years, and 
also choose to take any of the modules again as part of a deep-diving community of Apprentices. After your initial programme, the tuition fees for any 
further modules you choose to take will be reduced by 50%. These modules will also be open to any Apprentices from the earlier programmes, who wish 
to resource themselves in this way.  

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

MODULE 1: Intention – Dreaming into action: 20–29 October 2017

MODULE 2: Immersion – Deepening your practice: : 23 February – 4 March 2018

MODULE 3: Expansion & Long Dance 25 June - 5th July 2018

These core modules will be repeated each year, as well as a choice of three or four electives from which you can choose. Your first core module must be 
the Intention module and you must complete all modules and electives within two years. 

ELECTIVES: Two 5-day electives are included in the price of your apprenticeship. Each year, the School will offer a variety of electives from which you can 
choose. If you wish to take more than two electives, you will receive a 50% reduction on the tuition fees for these courses.

MENTORING: The Apprenticeship also includes nine individual Skype coaching/mentoring sessions with staff members, including one session with 
Susannah and one with Ya’Acov.

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMME
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 “A stew with delicious ingredients. Once you’ve tasted this, life will never be the same!” Eline Kieft

“You don’t have a small part to play, you don’t have a big part to play, 
you have your part, and if you play it, your life will have the meaning 
that you have dreamt of.”  Lynn Twist (co-founder of the Pachamama Alliance)



Our core intention is to pass on the skills of holding space and offering guidance for other people to grow, develop and flourish, using the principles and 
practices of Movement Medicine. Our expertise is about how to teach this on the dance floor, so that is a strong focus of the training. However, these 
skills are transferable to any situation that requires movement. There are already many facilitators from our previous trainings offering this work in a wide 
variety of situations.

THIS TRAINING IS FOR YOU IF:

• you want to train to teach Movement Medicine as an accredited Movement Medicine Teacher or integrate Movement Medicine into your existing 
movement teaching practice

• you want to take the training to become an accredited Movement Medicine Facilitator in order to be able to use the principles and practices of 
Movement Medicine to hold space for others and integrate this learning into your own field of expertise and work

• you wish to take the training for your own ongoing study and are not sure where it’s all going to lead.

THE TRAINING JOURNEY 

STAGE 1: INTENSIVE TRAINING PERIOD OVER TWO MODULES

Throughout this training, there are regular one-to-one professional mentoring sessions with our highly qualified staff. All Movement Medicine teachers 
and facilitators are expected to remain in one-to-one professional mentoring throughout their careers.

STAGE 2: MENTORED PRACTICE

If you are intending to teach or to continue to become an accredited Movement Medicine Facilitator, your time as a Movement Medicine Apprentice 
Teacher or Facilitator will begin from the time you begin to teach or apply the work. This period will last for a minimum of 18 months.

If you want more information, please check the page on our website. If you wish to share Movement Medicine in a professional capacity, then we look 
forward to receiving your application for the Apprenticeship Programme.

PRACTICALS

The next Professional Training will begin in 2018 and is only open to those who have completed the Apprenticeship Programme. 

MOVEMENT MEDICINE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
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BEGINNING IN 2018

with Susannah, Ya’Acov, 
Faculty and assisting staff

“Teaching Movement 
Medicine is the ongoing 

dancing journey of stepping 
fully into myself. I love the 
support of our community 

and the ‘YES’ we all have for 
each other – it makes many 

things  possible!”  Rosie Perks
25



DATE VENUE TEACHER WORKSHOP CONTACT

JANUARY

12 Frankfurt, Germany Ben Yeger (F) & 
Caroline Carey (F) Move! Evening Katrin  +49 163 315 2714   

katrin@movement-medicine-frankfurt.de

13–15 Frankfurt, Germany (R) Ben Yeger (F) & 
Caroline Carey (F) Genderwise Katrin  +49 163 315 2714   

katrin@movement-medicine-frankfurt.de
17 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk
20 Graz, Austria David Mooney (F) Awakening the Dancer* Eva  eva.jagati@gmail.com
20–22 Graz, Austria David Mooney (F) Presence of Heart Eva  eva.jagati@gmail.com

20–29 Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan

Apprenticeship: Immersion  
– Deepening your practice Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

25–28 Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan Winter Dream Dance Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

FEBRUARY

7–12 Waldhaus, Switzerland (R) Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan The Space Between Us (Module 2) Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

14 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk
15–19 Berlin, Germany (R) Ya’Acov Darling Khan Re-Creation Kathrin  +49 3028 458 820  info@kathrin-keller.com
16 Geneva, Switzerland Susannah Darling Khan Move! Evening* Véronique  +33 781 465 749  inmotioneurope@gmail.com
17 Aarau, Switzerland Susannah Darling Khan Move! Evening* Monika  +41 078 738 8470  modi@gmx.ch
18–19 Aarau, Switzerland Susannah Darling Khan Arc of Time Monika  +41 078 738 8470  modi@gmx.ch
MARCH

3 Hamburg, Germany Christian de Sousa (F) Open Evening* Nina  +49 172 415 2070  mail@ninajuetting.de
3–5 Hamburg, Germany Christian de Sousa (F) Being Human Nina  +49 172 415 2070  mail@ninajuetting.de

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 2017

DATE VENUE TEACHER WORKSHOP CONTACT

MARCH CONTD

3–5 Kenya, Africa Susannah Darling Khan To be decided Sveva  sveva8@icloud.com
3–5 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA Ya’Acov Darling Khan 21 Gratitudes Rebeka  +1 215 498 1780  rebekah@5rhythmsphilly.com
10 Burlington, Vermont, USA Ya’Acov Darling Khan Move! Evening Carolyne  +1 802 363 4878  cecookevt@comcast.net
10–12 Burlington, Vermont, USA Ya’Acov Darling Khan Arc of Time Carolyne  +1 802 363 4878  cecookevt@comcast.net
10–12 Zimbabwe, Africa Susannah Darling Khan Arc of Time Maaianne  +263 777 627 352 maaianne@gmail.com
10 Prague, Czech Republic David Mooney (F) Awakening the Dancer* Veronika  + 420 727 941 674 veronika@dansea.cz 
10–12 Prague, Czech Republic David Mooney (F) Presence of Heart Veronika  + 420 727 941 674 veronika@dansea.cz 
14 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk
17–19 Johannesburg, South Africa Susannah Darling Khan Ceremony in the City Ryan  +27 825 520 619  jozimovemedicine@gmail.com
19–24 Esalen, California, USA (R) Ya’Acov Darling Khan Dancing with the Heart of the World +1 831 667 3000  info@esalen.org
24–26 Cape Town, South Africa Susannah Darling Khan Power of the Heart Samantha & Chrisna  movement.medicine.capetown@gmail.com
24–26 Port Townsend, Washington, USA Ya’Acov Darling Khan Return of the Light Aletia  +1 360 344 4475  info@madronamindbody.com
31 Luzern, Switzerland Ya’Acov Darling Khan Move! Evening* Kat  +41 336 762 708  kat@kf-events.ch
31–2 Apr Luzern, Switzerland Ya’Acov Darling Khan Soulful Kat  +41 336 762 708  kat@kf-events.ch
APRIL

3 Geneva, Switzer-land Ya’Acov Darling Khan Move! Evening Véronique  +33 781 465 749  inmotioneurope@gmail.com
12 Antwerp Belgium Ya’Acov Darling Khan Move! Evening Luc  +32 613 299 20  luc@owc.be
13 Utrecht, Holland Ya’Acov Darling Khan Move! Evening Marold  info@maroldemmelkamp.nl
14–16 London, UK Susannah Darling Khan To be decided Alex  +44 7868 842 219  alexhanly@hotmail.com
14–16 Paris, France Ya’Acov Darling Khan Soulful Pierre-Henri  +33 615 325 816  letsmoveinfrance@gmail.com

18 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk
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DATE VENUE TEACHER WORKSHOP CONTACT

APRIL CONTD

25–30 Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Susannah Darling Khan Apprenticeship Elective: Kindness in the Mirror – 
Video Feedback Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

25–30 Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) David Rose (F), assisted 
by Rosie Perks (F) Apprenticeship Elective: Soul Medicine Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

26–29 Israel (R) Ya’Acov Darling Khan Re-Creation Michal  +972 522 590 109
29–30 Berlin, Germany David Mooney (F) To be decided Kathrin  +49 302 845 8820  info@kathrin-keller.com
MAY

3–7 Schweibenalp, Switzerland (R) Ya’Acov Darling Khan & 
Charlie Morley (G) Dancing into DreamTime Kat  +41 336 762 708  kat@kf-events.ch

5 Copenhagen, Denmark Susannah Darling Khan Move! Evening* Matthias  +45 212 611 20  www.dancingyourspirit.dk
6–7 Copenhagen, Denmark Susannah Darling Khan Power of the Heart Matthias  +45 212 611 20  www.dancingyourspirit.dk

10–14 Frankfurt, Germany (R) Susannah Darling Khan Sanctuary Katrin  +49 163 315 2714   
katrin@movement-medicine-frankfurt.de

12–14 London, UK Christian de Sousa (F) Dance Healing Margarita  margarita@dancingtao.net
15–21 Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Ya’Acov Darling Khan Phoenix Retreat Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk
19–21 Cork, Ireland Rosie Perks (F) Out Of Ashes Elixxchel  elixxchel@gmail.com
23 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

25–26 Rill Estate, Devon, UK Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan Graduation Panel Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

27–4 Jun Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan Continuing Professional Development (Module 2) Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 2017

DATE VENUE TEACHER WORKSHOP CONTACT

JUNE

14–18 Warsaw, Poland (R) Ya’Acov Darling Khan To be decided Olga  +48 509 774 884   
MovementMedicinePoland@gmail.com

20 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

26 Jun–6 Jul Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Susannah Darling Khan & 
Ya’Acov Darling Khan

Apprenticeship: Expansion and Summer Long 
Dance Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

30 Jun–6 Jul Earth Spirit Centre, Glastonbury, 
UK (R) (C)

Susannah Darling Khan & 
Ya’Acov Darling Khan Summer Long Dance Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

JULY

11 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk
14–16 Worthing, West Sussex, UK Rosie Perks (F) Out of Ashes Mags  +44 794 157 6016  mags@movementmedicinesouthcoast.co.uk
29–6 Aug Schloss Glarisegg, Switzerland (R) Caroline Carey (F) Journey of Empowerment Elisabeth  +41 774 478 149  schrag.elisabeth@gmail.com
AUGUST

SUMMER HOLIDAY

SEPTEMBER

5 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

9–17 Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Susannah Darling Khan & 
Ya’Acov Darling Khan Initiation Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

29 Zurich, Switzerland Christian de Sousa (F) Move! Evening* Ursula  +41 764 533 087  ursula@tanznetzbasel.ch
30–1 Oct Zurich, Switzerland Christian de Sousa (F) To be decided Ursula  +41 764 533 087  ursula@tanznetzbasel.ch

CALENDAR KEY:  
(R) Residential workshop; (C) Camping; (F) Faculty member; (G) Guest teacher; (*) Introductory dance workshop the evening before; (**) DanSing workshop the evening before. 

The Movement Medicine Shop has a wide range of music, books and DVDs to support your practice, including our book,  
available in English, French and German: info@movementmedicineshop.com • www.movementmedicineshop.com

CALENDAR KEY:  
(R) Residential workshop; (C) Camping; (F) Faculty member; (G) Guest teacher; (*) Introductory dance workshop the evening before; (**) DanSing workshop the evening before. 

The Movement Medicine Shop has a wide range of music, books and DVDs to support your practice, including our book,  
available in English, French and German: info@movementmedicineshop.com • www.movementmedicineshop.com



DATE VENUE TEACHER WORKSHOP CONTACT

OCTOBER

    6–11 Orval, Belgium (R) Ya’Acov Darling Khan Apprenticeship Elective:  
Power Stories and Burial Ceremony Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

    11 Antwerp or Ghent, Belgium Ya’Acov Darling Khan Move! Evening Luc  +32 613 299 20  luc@owc.be
    6–8 London, UK Christian de Sousa (F) To be decided Margarita  margarita@dancingtao.net
    6–8 Edinburgh, Scotland Susannah Darling Khan Rock my Soul! Catherine  +44 131 557 4278  catherine.wright@phonecoop.coop
    13–15 Ljubljana, Slovenia Ya’Acov Darling Khan Sacred Space Breda  +386 313 787 37  perme.breda@gmail.com
    14–15 Nantes, France Ben Yeger (F) The Wisdom of Truth Virginie  virginie@e-luminescences.fr
    17 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

20–29 Rill Estate, Devon, UK (R) Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan Apprenticeship: Intention – Dreaming into Action Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

NOVEMBER

10–12 Holland Ya’Acov Darling Khan Power Stories Frank  +31 718 893 253  info@karuna-events.nl
10–12 Paris, France Susannah Darling Khan To be decided Pierre-Henri  +33 615 325 816  letsmoveinfrance@gmail.com
14 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk
17–19 Salzburg, Austria Ya’Acov Darling Khan Soulful Andrea  +43 680 238 7628  yoga@andrearainer.com
17–19 Berlin, Germany Ben Yeger (F) The Wisdom of Conflict Kathrin  +49 302 845 8820  info@kathrin-keller.com
17–19 Sheffield, UK Susannah Darling Khan Torch Songs Kerri  +44 7796 334 584  kerri@waking-up.com
23 Strasbourg, France Susannah Darling Khan Move! Evening Fabienne  +33 683 961 254  asso.vibrance@gmail.com
24 Basel, Switzerland Susannah Darling Khan Journey to the Amazon: Fundraiser event Kristin  +41 788 013 210  movementmedicinebasel@gmx.ch

24–26 Italy Ya’Acov Darling Khan Power Stories Tamara & Silvana  +39 339 657 1488   
movement.medicine.italia@gmail.com

25–26 Basel, Switzerland Susannah Darling Khan Source Kristin  +41 788 013 210  movementmedicinebasel@gmx.ch

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 2017

DATE VENUE TEACHER WORKSHOP CONTACT

DECEMBER

7–10 London, UK Ya’Acov Darling Khan Money Stories Alex  +44 7868 842 219  alexhanly@hotmail.com
8–10 Hamburg, Germany Susannah Darling Khan Ceremony in the City Nina  +49 172 415 2070  mail@ninajuetting.de
12 Where you are! Webinar: Bringing the Dance Back Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

15 Geneva, Switzerland Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan Move! Evening Véronique  +33 781 465 749  inmotioneurope@gmail.com

16–20 Waldhaus, Switzerland (R) Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan Returning Home Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

21 Waldhaus, Switzerland Susannah Darling Khan 
& Ya’Acov Darling Khan Solstice Party  Roland  +44 1803 762 255  roland@rwevents.co.uk

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 2017

CALENDAR KEY:  
(R) Residential workshop; (C) Camping; (F) Faculty member; (G) Guest teacher; (*) Introductory dance workshop the evening before; (**) DanSing workshop the evening before. 

The Movement Medicine Shop has a wide range of music, books and DVDs to support your practice, including our book,  
available in English, French and German: info@movementmedicineshop.com • www.movementmedicineshop.com
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J a g u a r  i n  t h e  B o d y , 
B u t t e r f l y  i n  t h e  H e a r t . 

B y  Y a ’ A c o v  D a r l i n g  K h a n . 
R e l e a s e d  b y  H a y  H o u s e 

6 / 6 / 2 0 1 7

–

For centuries, shamans and shamanic cultures have been attacked and callously 
brushed aside but their spirit did not die. Based on remarkable happenings 

with extraordinary teachers, the book tracks the 30-year journey of Ya’Acov’s 
initiation into the shaman’s world and the healing journey he felt compelled to 
take. It places his own healing in the bigger context of the great challenges we 
face as a species. Recognising how his own wounds were not merely personal 

but part of the system of exile from our own nature and from the nature around 
us, his journey took him to the depths of the Amazon, dance studios in New 

York, the caves of South Wales and the far North of the Arctic Circle.

He candidly describes his humbling and sometimes terrifying journey as he 
worked to separate some of the myths from the realities of being a  

Shaman in the 21st century.

T o r c h  S o n g s
f o r  t h e s e  t u r n i n g  t i m e s

s u s a n n a h  d a r l i n g  k h a n  &  f r i e n d s

Torch Songs- for our turning times. These are 
songs to hear, to sing, to dance with, to align 

and empower and encourage. They are songs of 
celebration, of the fire, the waters, the moon, the 

trees, songs of soul retrieval and of letting go. 
With my love, Susannah. 

10% of the proceeds from this album will go to 
the Pachamama Alliance to anchor these prayers 

in action.

Ya’Acov says: “I am so proud of Susannah’s latest 
CD, “Torch Songs”. This album is a powerful 

invocation for us all to take courage and stand up 
for life on earth. I love the musicality, the message 
and the magnificent medicine that this new album 

is offering into the world at a time when we all 
need to dance like dervishes and raise our voices 

for what we care for.” Ya’Acov Darling Khan

Enjoy!

A v a i l a b l e  n o w  a t  w w w . m u s i c - m e d i c i n e . c o . u k



“There is a vitality, a life force, a quickening that is translated through you into 
action, and there is only one of you in all time. This expression is unique, and if 

you block it, it will never exist through any other medium and be lost. The world 
will not have it. It is not your business to determine how good it is, nor how it 

compares with other expressions. It is your business to keep it yours  
clearly and directly, to keep the channel open.”   

Martha Graham

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
RW Events, Nappers Crossing, Staverton, Devon, TQ9 6PD, UK

+44 (0)1803 762 255  •  roland@rwevents.co.uk  •  www.schoolofmovementmedicine.com
Follow us on Twitter: yaacovdk or SusannahDK  •  Join us on our Movement Medicine community Facebook group.

MOVEMENT MEDICINE :  EVOLUTION THROUGH DANCE


